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INTRODUCING THE MULBERRY
The first lodge in our new premium Botanical Collection
 
Inspired by country living, the Mulberry lodge captures the heart as
well as the imagination. Luxury whispers in your ear, as you touch, 
feel and see fabrics, furnishings and design details throughout your
home.



CONTACT US

WILLERBY
Imperial House,
1251 Hedon Road,
Hull,
HU9 5NA

T: 01482 707808
E:  sales@whh.co.uk
W:  www.willerby.com

INTRODUCING THE MULBERRY
The first lodge in our new premium Botanical Collection
 
Inspired by country living, the Mulberry lodge captures the heart as
well as the imagination. Luxury whispers in your ear, as you touch, 
feel and see fabrics, furnishings and design details throughout your
home.

Illustrated with alternative cladding option. 
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Built to an extraordinary standard, you will love how solid the lodge is.
Finished by the hands of our craftsmen, you’ll notice how warm it feels, how 

quiet it is and how much comfort has been included. Built to our new 
Thermowise™ standard, the Mulberry has superb insulation

properties and acoustic sound reduction with best in class structural
integrity, far exceeding the residential standard. We’ve also

considered your personal tastes so if our standard soothing yellow and grey 
theme is not your thing then we have included options to change to accents 

of purple or blue instead.

Our Cornflower theme brings together a mix of earthy browns and calming blues.

Our Heather theme combines luxurious tones of warm purples and creams.

WELCOME
to The Mulberry
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As you approach your new home, you’ll notice the feature lighting and 
inset entrance - a perfect place for you to pop in a couple of Mulberry 

trees and greet your guests. You can also add in the option to make 
your lodge hot tub ready and enjoy your amazing views.
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Once you enter the home you 
immediately feel the sense of space, 
with a huge open plan kitchen/living 
room. You’ll love the kitchen island, 

complete with high stools for all those 
moments to chat with friends as you 

prepare dinner. We’ve included every 
appliance you could possibly need and 

plenty of cupboard space, including a 
larder. Couple all this with stylish

tiling and light from the Velux®
windows then this becomes a kitchen 

to talk about. 

All images show our standard theme called Buttercup.
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The dining table with four designer 
chairs leads you through to your
sumptuous lounge. Light cascades in 
through the whole front of your lodge, 
and the feature fireplace, designer
furniture and soft furnnishings make 
this a space to kick back and relax.
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The master bedroom exudes opulence 
and isn’t just a place to sleep, it’s a place 
to enjoy. With a triple wardrobe, plenty of 
drawers and a dressing table complete with 
padded chair, you can imagine yourself
being in a boutique hotel. And your
en-suite doesn’t disappoint. With panelled 
walls, huge shower and chrome finishes, 
it will become a pleasure to get ready for 
those holiday evenings out.

Family and friends are not neglected either.  
The twin room can easily be converted with 
plenty of room for a kingsize bed. Note the 
stylish wallpaper, the large wardrobe and 
an abundance of drawers – and just a step 
away from the master bathroom, complete 
with a roll top freestanding bath.
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FEATURES & OPTIONS
EXTERIOR / STRUCTURE

•UV Resistant Prefinished Canexel® 
cladding (‘Mist Grey’ as standard)

•Graphite energy efficient PVCu double 
glazed windows and doors

•Feature front canopy with flush fitted 
down lights

•BS3632 residential specification (2015)

•Covered inset entrance area with
outlook French doors

INTERIOR FEATURES

•Gas central heating system featuring 
high efficiency condensing combi boiler 
and heritage style column radiators 
throughout

•Glulam® Engineered beam with
exposed architectural bolts

•Co-ordinating freestanding furniture 
(natural painted finish)

•Vaulted ceilings

•Loft storage

•Stylish Suffolk panelled interior doors 
with stainless steel handles

KITCHEN

•Breakfast island bar with two Montpellier 
bar stools

•Double cavity oven and grill

•Integrated side-by-side under-counter 
fridge and freezer

•Integrated washer/dryer, dishwasher, and 
microwave

•Two Velux® roof windows with integral 
blinds

•Integrated larder unit

•5 ring gas hob

DINING AREA

•Extending dining table with Montpellier 
dining chairs

•Laminate floor running through to 
kitchen

LOUNGE

•Double glazed sliding patio doors

•Feature bay window with full height
bevelled windows and horizontal blinds

• Large two-seater sofa, snuggle chair, 
arm chair with scatter cushions and
buttoned footstool

• Feature full height fireplace with stove 
effect electric fire, oak mantle beam and 
feature clock

• Natural painted finish coordinating  TV 
cabinet, coffee table, nest of tables and 
sideboard

•MP3 Bluetooth system with flush fitting 
speakers to the ceiling

MAIN BEDROOM

•Kingsize bed with buttoned fabric 
headboard

•Coordinated bedding with scatter 
cushions (bedding shown is not
representative of final product)

•Triple wardrobe with drawers and built 
in mirror panel

•Dressing table including drawers with
mirror and padded fabric chair

•Chest of drawers

•Feature mirror
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REGULARLY SPECIFIED OPTIONS

•European specification

•Alternative heating to bathroom and 
ensuite

•Shower in place of bath in main 
bathroom

•Alternative lounge seating 
configuration

•Integrated 70/30 fridge freezer in place 
of larder cupboard

•Double bed in place of twin beds

EN-SUITE

•Quad shower enclosure with
thermostatic shower

•Vanity unit including drawers and
built-in basin

•Half panelled walls with dado rail

•Slimline heated towel ladder
radiator

•Illuminated mirror above basin

TWIN BEDROOM

•Two single 3.0’ beds with buttoned 
fabric headboard

•Coordinated bedding (bedding shown is 
not representative of final product)

•Triple wardrobe with drawers and
built-in mirror panel

•Chest of drawers

•Feature mirror

MASTER BATHROOM

•Freestanding roll top bath including
traditional mixer tap with attached 
shower head 

•Vanity unit including drawers with 
built-in basin

•Slimline chrome heated towel radiator
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FLOORPLAN

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS:
-

Below dimensions are provided in millimetres, and are subject to manufacturing tolerance variations. 

14000mm

4030mm

7070mm

42 X 20 2 BED (SLEEPS 4)
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CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS & METHODS
Our Mulberry lodge is designed and built to meet and exceed residential specification. Our timber 
framed construction method helps keep the overall weight of the unit to a minimum to maximise 
component input and prevent any structural inconsistencies throughout the home.

CHASSIS
We have used the new NGPH (Next 

Generation Park Home) chassis on our 

Mulberry lodge. The construction and design 

of the chassis consists of two robust 

“I-Beam” members, fully welded to form 

a single length piece. Heavy duty cross 

members are then affixed to them by the 

means of specially designed brackets. On 

the Mulberry we use a ringed beam around 

the perimeter of the chassis to increase the 

stability of the structure and support the 

additional weight of this product.  The 

chassis is fully galvanised using a hot dipped 

method to maximise the prevention of

corrosion either on a coastal or inland 

location.

FLOOR CONSTRUCTION
On the Mulberry, we use SIPS (Structural 

Insulated Panels) flooring. This is a high 

performance system, made by sandwiching 

a core of rigid foam plastic in between two 

structural facings, such as OSB (Oriented 

Strand Board). It offers excellent thermal 

performance alongside lightweight

structural strength which provides a more 

ecologically friendly and energy efficient 

floor. The floor U-Value including heat loss is 

0.27 W/M²K.

TIMBER
We use timber from a local supplier who is 

a member of  the FSC (Forest Stewardship 

Council) and PEFC (The Programme for the

Endorsement of Forest Certification). 

We also use C-16 graded timber when extra 

load forces have been calculated within the

structure. This is a kiln dried timber

specifically used in the construction industry.

Glulam timber beams have also been used in 

the Mulberry to support the roof over the 

living spaces.  The beam runs the entire 

length of the lodge and gives additional 

strength to the structure. We’ve left this 

beam exposed to add a feature in the living 

area and master bedroom. 

EXTERIOR FINISH
On the Mulberry we have a standard exterior 

finish of UV resistant Canexel® cladding 

(standard colour – Mist Grey). The Canexel® 

is a class 3 rating and complies to the NCC 

fire regulations BS 466-part 7.

WALL CONSTRUCTION
EXTERNAL WALLS

The exterior finish is fixed onto tanalised 

timber to create an air flow gap for the 

cladding. The tanalised timbers are fixed 

directly onto a membrane (Frameshield 100) 

which covers the 11mm OSB boarding – 

making the structure more rigid. The 

breathable membrane is used to protect the 

structure against moisture ingress but allows 

for the escape of vapour from within the 

structure. The exterior wall U-Value including 

heat loss is 0.35 W/M²K.

INTERNAL WALLS

The internal walls are covered with 

Fermacell Gypsum fibreboard. This is a high 

performance multipurpose board with all the 

benefits of solid block work. The board also 

improves acoustic, fire, moisture and load 

hanging properties. All walls are finished 

with either paint, wallpaper or tiles.

ROOF CONSTRUCTION
We use steel coated pantile roof sheets 

which are fixed onto tanalised timber

battens that are fixed onto the roof trusses. 

The trusses and timber are separated by a 

breathable membrane (Frameshield 100) 

which protects the vaulted roof from any 

moisture and also lets out the vapour from 

within. The internal roof material is a paper 

wrapped MDF board which is moisture 

resistant.  The roof is also ventilated through 

the soffit system which runs the full length of 

the exterior soffit. The roof U-Value including 

heat loss is 0.18 W/M²K.

INSULATION
We use Rockwool RW3 insulation slab in our 

exterior walls. This product has 

excellent thermal, acoustic and fire 

insulation properties and is certified to EN 

13162. The floor insulation is integrated 

into the SIPS floor and has a high thermal 

performance. We use 170mm Superglass 

insulation in the roof. The product is great 

for environmental purposes, made using up 

to 84% recycled glass bottles and has been 

tested to BS EN 13501-1. Superglass is also 

non-hydroscopic meaning it will not absorb 

any moisture from the air.

WINDOWS AND DOORS
We use energy efficient double glazed Low-E 

argon filled glass in all our lodges. The 

colour of our UPVC products can be

coordinated to match or enhance the

cladding according to the customer’s

preference. The windows and door U-Value 

is 1.50 W/M²K.

ENERGY EFFICIENT CENTRAL 
HEATING
We use energy efficient gas central

heating systems featuring a condensing 

combi boiler. The system includes feature 

radiators throughout the lodge and chrome 

towel radiators in both the bathroom and 

en-suite. 

INTERNAL FINISHES
All furniture and soft furnishings within the 

Mulberry have a high-quality luxurious finish 

– either made in-house or supplied through 

our network of trusted suppliers.

HOT TUB READY
A hot tub ready option can be added to the 

Mulberry lodge. The option provides: an 

electrical power supply, which 

accommodates up to a 32amp hot tub; 

external plumbing facilities to fill the hot tub 

and an isolation switch for safety. The hot 

tub must be installed a minimum of 2m from 

the isolation.

TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATION
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